BOREDOM BUSTERS FOR ADULTS - APRIL 9 EDITION
Music Lovers
● If you’re interested in listening to different radio stations from around the world,
check out Radio Garden. It’s pretty neat! My (Sarah) small town radio station in
Killaloe is even there!
● Jeff Tweedy from the band Wilco has an Instagram live show that he has been doing
regularly in the evenings. It is him and his family hanging out and playing the odd
song as well. Here is an article about the program Tweedy Family Instagram
● On Facebook, there are several music groups where amateur musicians are posting
videos of themselves singing and playing instruments. I’m (Sarah) part of two right
now: An Isolation Country Jamboree  (don’t laugh) and a Nova Scotia Kitchen Party
group. There are a lot of great musicians posting to this and it’s fun to pass the time
and appreciate others’ talents. I even posted a video in one of them. See if you can
find it!
● Finally, if you’ve ever been to the Laf on a Saturday afternoon, you’ve seen local
legend, Lucky Ron performing. He’s been hosting shows live on Facebook recently, so
check him out - he’s always fun to watch. Here’s the link: Lucky Ron Facebook Live

Visit Some Virtual Museums and Art Galleries
● Take a tour of the Vancouver Art Gallery: Virtual Vancouver Art Gallery Tour
● Take a tour of the Royal Ontario Museum: Virtual Royal Ontario Museum Tour
● If you miss visiting the Museum of History, they have a tonne of virtual exhibits right
now on their website: Online Exhibitions at the Museum of History
● If you just want to browse different museums/exhibits in general, virtualmuseum.ca
has you covered!

Catch a Play
● The Stratford Festival has put a bunch of plays up on CBC’s Gem channel. You can
check that out here: On Demand | Watch & Explore | Stratford Festival Official Website

Fun on YouTube
● John Krasinski's Some Good News is really awesome! Ep. 2 is up now: Zoom Surprise:
Some Good News with John Krasinski Ep. 2
● People are Awesome. There are a bunch of different videos over the years of
extreme stunts and skills. Here is a link to one of the newer videos People Are
Awesome

ENJOY AND HAVE FUN!
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● What’s YouTube if not cat videos? Here’s some from my favourite cat Maru. Maru the
Cat
● Charlie the Unicorn. These are quick adult cartoons (about 5 minutes each) and
Charlie is voiced by Patrick Warburton (David Puddy from Seinfeld). Charlie the
Unicorn
● Baumgartner Restoration posts 40 minute-ish videos of professionals restoring old or
damaged artwork. Super relaxing and fascinating to watch.
● Man At Arms is a YouTube series of professional blacksmiths recreating fictional
weapons from movies, TV shows, video games, etc.
● Bon Appetit has an awesome series of videos where a professional chef tries to
recreate gourmet versions of popular snacks and candy.
● WIRED (the tech magazine) does a few fun series on their channel, check out their
Technique Critique videos where real-life experts assess the accuracy of TV/movie
scenes. Accent experts critiquing actor’s accents, forensics experts critiquing crime
shows, etc.

ENJOY AND HAVE FUN!
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